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VARIANCE HETEROGENEITY IN EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Dr. Jack P.C.Kleijnen
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Department of Informatíon Systems and Accountancy
School of Business and Economícs
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ABSTRACT

In many experiments (especially simulation experiments)
the response variances ai2 differ substantially. These variances
a12 can be estimated through replication (ín simulation through
different random numbera seeds). The experiment can be analyzed
through Estimated Weighted Least Squares, or Corrected Least
Squares, which use the variance estimators ai2. Even if the de-
sign matrix is orthogonal (like in 2k p designe), the resulting
estimatora of the effects s become mutually dependent. Variance
heterogeneity means that classical designs are not necessarily
optimal. Fortunately, optimality is not really important in
practice. More important is to have designs with a small number
of factor-level combinations (which still yield unbiased esti-
mators of g) , permitting validation of the linear regresaion
model, and providing flexibilíty including sequential experimen-
tation. A heuristic two-stage procedure is proposed, which com-
binea classical desígns with a number of replicatione euch that
the variancea are approximately conetant per average response.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is amazing that in the vol~inous literature on the

design of experiments, virtually no attention is paid to the
heterogeneity of the variances of the responsea yi(i-1,...,n) :

oi2 s a2. For example, a recent review on experimental design by
Steinberg and Hunter (1984) doea not even mention the issue of

variance heterogeneity. Our experience (in the design of experi-

ments with simulation models, not real-life systems) is that the
response variancea differ substantially, for example, Rleijnen,

Van den Burg, Van der Ven (1979, p.60) report a 26-Z experiment

where aiz (1~1,...,16) ranges between 64 and 93,228. In simula-

tion, estimating response variances is easy when compared to
experimenta with real-life technical systema (chemical plants,

agricultural plots) and eocio-technical systems (organisations

like business enterprises): Dykstra (1959, p. 63) points out
that in real (non-simulated) systems true replication maq be

difficult. In simulation, replication meana that one and the
same eimulation program is executed m times, with m different

random number seeds. Then

Ei (Yir - Yi )2
Q12 ~ r:l (i~l,...,n) (1)

mi - 1

is an unbiased estimator of o12 - var (yir) - var (yi).

When simulating dynamic systems (Eor example, queuing
systems) other estimators of ai2 are poasible (using subruns,
spectral analysis, and so on; see Kleijnen, 1975, 1986). These
estimators are more complicated, and they may be biased. There-
fore we discuss only the estimators of eq. (1). In real-life
experiments the variance estimators are also of the type dis-
played in eq. (1). In non-experimental sciencee (like economics)
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variances are estimated from reaiduals; see Horn, Horn, Duncan
(1975); we do not discuss theae eatimators (which may again be
biased and complicated).

As we mentioned above, the variance eatimatea in simula-
tion usually indicate subatantial heterogeneity. Apart from
these empirical reaults, it seema atrange to assume that the
expected responae depends on the input vector xi, or E(yi) e
E(y ~xi) ~ B' xi, but the variance, or var (y1 )~ var (y ~xi) ~
oi2, does not depend on the input (so that oiZ ~ 02).

We note that in determiniatic aimulation the assumption
of common variances, seems more realíatic; see Rleijnen (1986).

2. VARIANCE HETEROGENEITY IN 2k p DESIGNS

In case of variance heterogeneity we may decide to con-
tinue using classical experimental designs such as 2k-p deaigna.
For the analysis of the experimental
tiona:
(a) Ordinary Leset
variance differences.
(b) Corrected Least
point estimator

Squares

Squarea

(OLS),

S a(7~' x)-I x' Y

is combined with the correct covarlance matrix

szs ~ (x'x)-I X, ny X (X,X)-I

data there are aeveral op-

i.e., simply ignore the

i.e., the (unbiased) OLS

(z)

(3)

where X is the N x q matrix of independant variables, i.e.,there
are q independant variables, combined in n different ways, each
combination i(i-1,...,n) replicated mi times so that
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The vector y has N components: Y~(yll'~~~'ylm '" ~'ynl'~~~
Ynm )~ 1

n(c) Estimated Weighted Least Squares (EWLS), i.e., the estimated
response variancea ( see eq.l) yield the (dlagonal) covariance
matrix n(the first ml diagonal elementa

Y
012,..., the last mn elements
unbiased point estimator

are all equal to
are an2 ) which results ín

s~ (X, ity 1 7C)-1 R, IIy 1 y

wíth asymptotic covariance matrix

n., s (X, ny 1X)-1
s

the

(a)

(5)

provided certain mild technical aasumptions hold; eee Schmidt
(1976, p.71).
OLS yields conservative tests; EWLS reaults in valid tests pro-
vided the ntmmber of replications in large, say mi ~ 25, and CLS
gives valid tests; see Kleijnen, Cremers, Van Belle (1985). In
the case-atudy reported in Kleijnen, Van den Burg, Van der Ham
(1979) both CLS and EWLS were applied; these two analysis tech-
niques gave different quantitative resulta (point estimates of
S) but identical qualitative resulta (which factora are really
important?).

What happens if we apply CLS and EWLS to claseical de-

signs like 2k-p designa? We consider a simple aituation, namely
the (N x q) matrix of independent variablea X in orthogonal.

Such a situation occurs Sf we use a 2k p design with a conatant
number of replications (mi - m~ 1, 2,...), i.e., in that si-
tuation we have X' X- N I(with N ~ n m). If the number of re-
plicattona ís constant (mi ~ m), then

E Ei (Yir - yir)2 ~
i~l ral
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1 r(yir - yi)Z f m i(Yi - yi)2 (6)

so that identical least squares point estimatore (s) result if

we fit the regression model to the average responaes (yi). Let

the vector of average responses be y~(yi) and let the matrix

of independent variables with elímination of identical (repli-

cated) rows be X~(xi~) where i~ 1,...,n and j a 1,...,q and

n~ q. Then eq. (2) becomes

s 3(x~x)-1 X~ Y a(n E X1 ri) (~-1,...,q) (~)
i-1 ~

and eq. (3) reduces to

Sts ~ 12 (E zi~ ai2 xij,) (j'~1,...,q)
n i

(8)

where oi2 ~ var(yi). Then S2S is nót a diagonalwmatrix, even
thoug X is orthogonal! (All effect estimators gj have a common
variance, namely E ai2~n2.) EWLS alao results in mutually depen-
dent estimators; see eq. (5).

3. OPTIMAL VERSUS SATISFICING DESIGNS

If the responaes (yir) had constant variances (oi2 ~
a2), then OLS would yield the Best Líneac Unbiased Estimator
(RLUE), assuming the other claesical ass~ptions also hold
(namely independence, and correct model specifícation, which are
discussed in Kleijnen, 1986). If indeed Sty ~ a2 i, then eq. (3)
reduces to the classical formula:

52S 3 02 (X'X)-1 (9)
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Further Box (1952, p. 50) proved that the diagonal elementa of

eq. (9) (the variances of g~) are minimal, if X is orthogonal
(X' X ~ N I).

In (simulation) practice, the reaponaea yir have (sub-

stantially) different variances (oi2 ~ a2). Then we do not know

whether an orthogonal design still minimizes the variancea of

the S. And an orthogonal design does
~

not make the estimators
may be dependent, then the
relevant, and different cri-

g, independent. If the estimatora
J

off-diagonal elements of n„ become
teria result for definings the
John and Draper, 1975):

optimality of designs ( aee St.

(i) D-optimality: minimize the "generalized variance", or
the Determinant of its.

(11) A-optimality: minimize the Average varíance or the trace

oE 52~.

(iii) E-optimality: minimize the maximwa F.igenvalue of S2S.
(iv) G-optimality: minimize the maximum value of the mean

squared error between the true responae surface and the

least-squares estimated eurface.

Hedayat (1978) gives a bibliography on optimal design theory
with 312 publications. However, in general this theory asaumea
constant variances. Besides this theory, there is a sizable

(leas theoretical) literature on Response Surface Methodology
(RSM) designs which uses second-order polynomial regreeaion mo-
dels. RSM designs may be "rotatable" ( the variance of the eati-
mated response is constant at a fixed distance from the center
of the design). The designs may alao minímize bias caused by
possible third-order effects. Unfortunately theae design proper-

ties hold only if the responae variances are constant. See Dra-
per (1982). Kleijnen (1986).

In other words, many deaigns are optimal, only under
unrealistic assumptions. Simon (1960) emphasizes that in prac-
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tice humans do not try to optimize ( for different reaeons, for
example, they have no unique criterion); instead they try to
satisfice, i .e., they have a number of restrictiona or aspira-
tions that they try to meet. Box and Draper (1975) formulate 14
criteria. We highlight the following practical requirements.

(i) A small number of factor-level combinattons

The number of factor-level combinationa (n) dependa on
the number of factora ( k) and the number of levele per factor
(L j with j ~ 1, ... ,k) . The number of levels depends on the mo-
del: a first-order model requires two or more levels, and a
second-order model with pure quadratic effects requires three or
more levels.

In the pilot phase of a(simulation) experiment the num-
ber of. conceivably Smportant Eactors may be very high. Group
screenínq enables us to investiRate ( say) hundrede oE factors in
a small number of runs (n ~~ k); see Kleijnen ( 1975, 1986).

Zf the number of factora k is reasonably amall, then we

formulate a model with q parameters, where q equals lfk in a

first-order model ( qualitatíve and quantitative factora); q iYr-

creases with k(k-1)~2 if we include two-factor interactions

(qualitative factors); and q further íncreases with k if we use

a second-order polynomial ( quantitative factors). The number of

combinations cannot be smaller than the number of parameters, if

we desire ( unbiased) least squares parametera. For firet-order

models this condition is satisfied by rcaolutíon III designs

such as Plackett-Burman designs. For higher-order modela we uae

resolution V designs for qualitative factors, and RSM designe

for quantitative factors. These designs are tabulated in several

publications. Under variance heterogeneity, these designs are

not "optimal" but they certainly provide matrices of independent
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variables (X) that are not collinear, i.e., they yield unbiased
estimators.

(ii) Model validation

A scientist should always check whether the model uaed
to derive conclusions, is correct. We recommend to calibrate the
linear regression model (i.e., quantify the model parametera)
from (say) nl runs and to validate the calibrated model from
(say) n2 other runa; see Kleíjnen (1983) for a test procedure.

We can explain w~ a first-order model ia inadequate, if
these n2 runs together with the nl old rune, form a resolution
IV design. We also refer to the criterlon of "desirable confoun-
ding patterns", atated in the literature. The latter criterion
means that in general low-order effecta should be confounded,
not with other low-order effects but wíth high-order effecta.
For many designs we can apriori determine how effects are
aliased.

(iíi) Flexibility of the design: sequential experimentation

We prefer sequential (etagewise) experimentation; aee
Kleijnen (1986). Obvioualy, ad hoc experimenta are more flexible
than are atandard statistical designs. However, ad hoc experi-
mentation has other diasadvantages: bias, too many runa, lack of
firm guidelines, and so on. Many classical deaigna have certain
restrictions: the number of runs muat be a power of two or a
multiple of four; the next step in the staRewise design is big;
all factors have to levels; and so on. These restrictions are
relaxed, if we are prepared to use more sophisticated deaigne
(mixed designs, nested deaigns, mixture designs). In the next
section we shall propose a sequentíal approach combined with
classical designs.
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4. A HEURISTIC APPROACN

We temporarily assume that the responae variances ai2
are known. Intuitively it seems wise to obtain more replicatlons
of those experimental conditions that show high variabilíty. If,
more apecifically, we take

m - c a 2 (i~l,...,n)i i (10)

then var (yi) - l~c where c ie a positive constant ( we neglect
the condition that mi should be integer). Next we fit the re-
gression model to the average responsea yi uaing least squares
(Ordinary and Weighted Least Squares point estimatora coincide).
If the n combinationa yield an orthogonal matrix X, then eq.
(8) reduces to

1
S2S ~ nc I

Therefore
see eq. ( 1). These estimatora oi2 yield estima-
eq. (10). Further reaearch is neceasary to
confidence intervals for B reaulting from this

i
take a pilot sample (m10- 5?)wwhich yields the

Actually the response variances a 2 are unknown.
we
~ 2estimators oi ;

tors of mi in

determine the
heuristic two-stage approach ( and multi-stage variations).

A problem arises, if we apply this heuristíc rule to a
situation with mutiple responses. If different responee typea
have substantially different variancea, then our approach breake
down. And we cannot find much help in the literature either,
since experimental designs for multiple responses are virtually
non-existent. We can use the standard designs as if there is
only a single response; these deaigns are then certainly not
"optimal"; for their analysis we might use Corrected and Esti-
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mated Weighted Least Squares per responae type, combined with
the Bonferroni inequality.

(Estimated) Weighted Least Squares and (Ordinary) Least
Squares point estimators become identical (and equal ton
X 1 y) if the design is saturated: q a N~ E mi or mi ~ 1(i.e.

saturated designs yield point estimators ins~ensitive to variance

inequality). However, it doea not seem wise to obtain no esti-

mators of the variance per factor combination (mi~ 1). Our

heuriatic implies that standard deaiRns are ueed to determine

which factor combinations to investigate (strategic iasue),
while classical variance estimatora are used to determine how

long each factor combination should be inveatigated (tactical

issue). Balancing the (computer) time devoted to these two is-

sues, requires more research (the current literature asaumes
constant variances; see St. John and Draper, 1975 and Welch,

1985).

We no[e [hat our heuristic deviates from the rule which

prescribes an equal nwnber of replications (mi-m) so that the

power of the ordinary Analysis of Variance F etatistic is, hope-

fully, not affected; see Scheffé (1964, pp. 345, 350, 352).

Neither does our heuristic involve variance atabilizing trans-

formatíons. We emphasize that the interpretation of the experi-

mental data should be in terms of the original (non-transformed)

obaervations. See Scheffé (1964, pp. 364-368) and the references

in Hoyle (1973) and Kleijnen (1986).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Variance heterogeneity is often substantíal in (eimula-
tion) experiments. Therefore we ahould always obtain estimates
of the response variances ai2 (i~l,...,n) uaing replication. We
use these estimators ai2 to analyze the experiment, applying
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F.stimated Weighted Least Squares and Corrected Leas[ Squarea.

Classical designs are no[ optimal anymore. We proposed a two-

stage heuristic procedure, replicattnR experimental condition i

so often that the averaKe reaponae yi has a constant variance

approximately. The point estimators of the regression parame-

ters S become computationally simple, and statistically inde-

pendent, if we combíne our heuriatic with (clasaical) orthogonal

designs.
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